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Outline 

 HWW 
 Exclusive binning + VBF/cjv 

 Hττ
 Inclusive binning + (VBF) (cjv) 

 Hγγ
 The use of PTt 

 Hbb 
 Bins in V PT + full jet veto 

 Charged Higgs 
 Future directions 

 Impact of soft physics  
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H !WW ! !"!", !", qq
Both final states use exclusive H+0j/1j binning + the VBF bin with the c.j.v. 
Jets use anti-kt algorithm with distance parameter R=0.4. 
For binning jets are required to have PT>25 GeV and |η|<4.5 
Use S.T. procedure (method B) for theory error propagation 
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Do the same thing for ggF in the VH bin. No especial treatment for VBF signal 
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Small increase in ggF uncertainty in the VBF bin 
25%  26% 
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Hoping to add the 
VBF category 

H ! !!
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V H(! bb)
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Parton shower effect in VBF bin (for ggF and VBF signal) 
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Underlying effect in VBF bin (for ggF and VBF signal) 



Points for Discussion 

Jet binning us used widely at ATLAS 
 Use the S.T. procedure (method B) 

 In the short term we will stick to it, but we are 
open to other methods, as well 

 Need coherent treatment of the uncertainties 
of VBF and VH (tth too?) 

 Need coherent treatment of the jet veto 
uncertainties in the VBF bin 

 Need to agree on the theory errors due to 
soft physics (important for VBF, also for ggF+2j?) 

 Need to address issues raised by the 
VH(bb) and heavy charged higgs search 
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Additional Slides 
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